
Big Ass Fans’ BAFCon Simplifies and Optimizes 
Fan Control in Industrial Facilities

In modern industrial facilities, it is important fans provide efficient cooling comfort while easily integrating into existing
building automation systems. Big Ass Fans’ BAFCon has been designed to seamlessly connect multiple fans of varying
model types into standard building automation systems using BACNet MS/TP protocol. This white paper summarizes the
results of a pilot project at an approx. 1M square-foot fulfillment center where BAFCon was used to connect both AirEye fans
in a multi-level pick mezzanine and Powerfoil D fans in the dock door areas to the same building automation system.

Industrial facilities commonly utilize significant square footage and are occupied by hundreds of employees. While a large number 
of building occupants may dictate large fan quantities for cooling comfort, the control and maintenance of these fans is often 
managed by a relatively small team of individuals. This team often prefers to use a building automation system (BAS) or a building 
management system (BMS) to control and monitor fan operation modes and speeds. Building automation systems maximize 
product utilization and benefits while also conserving energy and controlling access. Given that building automation systems are 
the preferred method for controlling large quantities of fans, it is important manufacturers seek out innovative, easy-to-use control 
solutions that have the flexibility to implement large numbers and diverse models of fans.

BACKGROUND:

PROJECT SCOPE:
AirEye fans were placed for cooling in a multi-level pick 
mezzanine. Large quantities were required due to the heavily 
obstructed nature of the pick area. Given these large quantities, 
one of the customer’s primary concerns focused on how to 
allow for building maintenance personnel to easily modify fan 
operating speed while preventing pick mezzanine associates 
from making similar changes. Without the ability to integrate into 
the customer’s building automation system, these two goals 
appeared to be mutually exclusive. BAF’s proposed solution 
utilized a single BAFCon controller for a single level of the pick 
mezzanine to determine the maximum number of AirEye fans 
that could be tied into a single controller. The sample mezzanine 
contained (26) 30” AirEye fans. Fans were connected to the 
single BAFCon controller via two independent 0-10V conductor 
shielded cable runs with (10) 30” AirEye and (16) 30” AirEye 
respectively. As a validation test, the voltage and fan speed (rpm) 
were measured at each fan in the system to ensure there was no 
loss in the signal from the controller that would cause decreased 
fan speeds. All fans were set to the same speed prior to tying 
into the BAFCon system. Powerfoil D fans were also placed in 
the open shipping and receiving areas. While HVLS fan quantity 
was lower, the facilities team still needed a way to seamlessly 
integrate them into the building automation system to optimize 
their operation based on observed conditions and seasonality 
and for easy fault detection if needed.

https://www.bigassfans.com/fans/aireye/
https://www.bigassfans.com/fans/powerfoil-d/


Each BAFCon is capable of controlling up to 15 Big Ass fans (as a general rule), and can include a mixture of Modbus-controlled 
overhead models and pods of 0-10V-controlled fans (each pod registering as a single “fan”). This allows, for example, a single 
BAFCon to control up to 7 Modbus units (Powerfoil D models in shipping area) and a pod of 8 AirEye fan units (at individual work 
stations) with no significant drop in voltage at any fan, greatly reducing the number of controllers necessary to operate fans within 
a facility and maintaining consistency across all connected fans for operation speed. This is a significant improvement in regards to 
operational efficiency compared to similar products across the industry. While this application focused on automating and reducing 
the number of control points in the facility, there are also opportunities to increase the resolution of control in an array of fans by 
incorporating AEOS and a higher density of BAFCon controllers. This would give individual control over each fan unit and account 
for different airflow preferences across a larger number of representative occupants in a facility while still reserving the capability of 
more universal control when desired.

The results of this study were shared with stakeholders across all levels of the customer’s corporate organization to implement 
BAFCon at the nearly 50 facilities using the same approximate fan layout and fan quantities nationwide. This study will have far-
reaching implications for not only AirEye control, but also additional multi-fan control applications moving forward as the results 
further separate it from others in its field.

FURTHER ACTIONS:

KEY DATA AND OUTCOMES:


